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Undisclosed: The State v. Jason Carroll
Episode 6: A Little Bastard

November 8, 2021

Rabia Chaudry: A note before we begin: It has come to my attention that we
mispronounced a name from the last episode, and it’s kind of an important name,
so an apology right now for my oversight, and going forward we will no longer
mispronounce Tony’s last name as “faff,” and will say it correctly as “puff.”

---

Rabia Chaudry: I’ve been hearing for the past few years that the solve rates for
murders in nearly all states across the US has been steadily decreasing. That means
today’s police forces are able to solve and close murder cases at a lower rates than
they could say thirty years ago. You’ll find plenty of articles online about this
phenomenon, which some have called a “national disaster.”

What’s really interesting to me are the factors that experts think have contributed to
these lower rates like no-snitching philosophies in some communities, less cooperation
with law enforcement because of less trust, and diminishing law enforcement resources.

Now, the argument over whether the police are too well-funded or not funded enough is
for another show, but what occurred to me as I considered these factors cited is that
maybe these lower rates are closer to what true rates should have looked like thirty plus
years ago.

Remember, back then officers were still getting used to Mirandizing suspects, and
widely using techniques that they didn’t even know were problematic. If you’re a regular
Undisclosed listener, I know that you know about the Reid technique - an interrogative
practice that can easily produce problematic results like false confessions, especially in
juveniles. Reid was widely used for decades and is pretty much always present in cases
of false confessions from the past thirty, forty years.

The point being, maybe those closing rates of the past were high because the closings
themselves were faulty. If we could correct for the many times bad law enforcement
practices produced bad results, maybe those rates would be closer to what they are
today. Who knows...it’s a theory.
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But it’s certainly a fact that one of the cases that counted towards the high close rate in
New Hampshire in 1989 was the Sharon Johnson murder. And this was, as you’ll
eventually come to see, a case that absolutely should not have been included in that
count at all.

[03:10] In our last episode we learned that the case had stalled so Detective Sgt.
Roland Lamy of the New Hampshire State Police was brought in, the best closer of the
State, and his gut told him to focus on Tony Pfaff, the father of Lisa Johnson’s baby. It
seemed like an irrelevant rabbit hole at first, but Sgt. Lamy’s gut delivered for the State
once again.

Thomas Sexton:
See, I was never one of the primary investigators, because I was a troop
detective, the major crimes detectives do the major work. And then the next thing
I heard three or four months later the big word that came out was that Lamy
cracked the case, and he wasn’t even involved initially. He had been involved in
some other investigations. He came in much much later. He was such a brilliant
investigator, we weren’t surprised to learn that he had cracked that case that
none of us could seem to get a handle on.

Of course even the gods aren’t perfect, and Lamy had his achilles heel too:

Thomas Sexton:
He was extremely successful in cracking cases. The only problem was he did not
always follow Miranda and the other Supreme Court decisions that governed
police conduct, and a lot of times, Roland could tell us who did it, but then we
had to independently make a legal case against that person. And what I hear is
that this case did kind of just fall apart. I heard some complaints that Lamy
maybe had not always done everything that he should have done, but I don’t
have any specific information. But I just know that Roland was brilliant, he could
solve anything, but it might not always hold up in court.

---

[05:18] Rabia Chaudry: Hi and Welcome to Undisclosed. My name is Rabia Chaudry.
I’m an attorney and author of Adnan’s Story, and I’m here with my colleagues, Susan
Simpson and Colin Miller.

Susan Simpson: Hi, this is Susan Simpson. I’m an attorney in Washington D.C. and I
blog at TheViewFromLL2.
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Colin Miller: Hi, this is Colin Miller. I’m an Associate Dean and Professor at the
University of South Carolina School of Law and I blog at EvidenceProfBlog.

---

[06:03] Susan Simpson: After the police’s failed bid to nail Ken in a sting operation
using Tony as bait, Sgt. Lamy spent the next nearly six months compiling as much
information as possible about Tony Pfaff himself. He believed Tony must have told
someone, somewhere about the depth of his involvement in the murder. While the
rumors about Tony were both terrible and plentiful, none of them yielded any information
at all about Tony’s connection to the crime.

But in October 1989, over a year after the murder, Sgt. Lamy turned his attention to the
people he realized Tony would have been spending much of his time with in July of
1988 - his coworkers.  Tony had begun working in July of 88 at the Hi-Tech Fire
Prevention Company, a firm that specialized in cleaning and degreasing exhaust and
ventilation systems in commercial kitchens. Most of the time these crews worked at
night, after the businesses were closed to customers, and worked in teams of three or
four people.

Sgt. Lamy was able to determine that on the night of the murder, Thursday July 28th,
Tony was at work. He was, in fact, scheduled to work for 16 solid hours, starting with a
cleaning of a Burger King in Boston, Massachusetts at 11:00 pm, followed by a cleaning
at a place called The River Club in Nashua, New Hampshire at 7:30 am, and then a
third cleaning at Crickets Restaurant in Holden, New Hampshire. Tony didn’t finish up
until the following day at 3:30 pm - it was a pretty brutal schedule.

He didn’t work alone though, he had a crew of two other men scheduled with him that
night: Scott McDonald and Dwayne Bartlett. Dwayne however, had been called in at the
last minute to replace another worker who had bailed that night, a young man named
Jason Carroll. Jason was supposed to have worked all night, at all three
establishments, but never showed up. In fact, he never showed up to work at Hi-Tech
again, his last day of work turned out to be a few days earlier on July 26th.

When Sgt. Lamy interviewed the crew chief, Scott McDonald, he briefed him about the
murder investigation and why they were looking into Tony. The report of the interview
reads like McDonald was trying hard to share anything suspicious he could on Tony,
including information that Tony once told him he was having an affair with a married,
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pregnant woman and would go to her house to have sex with her when her husband
was at work.

Of course, if that was true, it couldn’t have been Sharon Johnson, because Sharon was
the one at work every day and Ken was the one usually at home.

Unfortunately for Lamy, McDonald couldn’t offer up anything truly damning on Tony, but
he did again confirm that Jason Carroll hadn’t worked the night of the murder. But he
had seen Jason. McDonald had picked Tony up around 9:00 pm on the night of July
28th and had seen Jason’s truck parked down the block from at the Meineke parking lot.

It makes you wonder if this was the first time Sgt. Lamy got suspicious of Jason, if this
was the moment his gut told him Jason may have had something to do with the murder.

If it was though, you wouldn’t really know it by looking at the record. Lamy spends the
next month or so still on Tony’s tail - talking to people who knew him, circling back to
people they’ve already spoken to, pulling Tony’s old criminal and vehicle records,
investigating Tony’s aunt and uncle, and issuing search warrants for things like Tony’s
medical records. The medical records that they were seeking were connected to a fight
that the police were told Tony was involved in. A fight in which Tony was beaten so bad
he was hospitalized.

[09:51] Attached to the search warrant was the affidavit of Sgt. Neal Scott, who was
investigating the case with Sgt. Lamy. The affidavit is dated November 7th, 1989, and
gives us a concise look at what the investigator’s theory of the case was at this
particular moment.

Scott’s affidavit recites the following facts in support for the search warrant of Tony’s
medical records: that upon being instructed by Ken Johnson, the husband of a murder
victim, Tony Pfaff had moved the victim’s car from a sports center to the Mall of New
Hampshire. That Tony had been severely beaten in a fight and was treated at Catholic
Medical Center sometime in June, July or August of 1988. The basis for the warrant
was that perhaps when Tony was hospitalized for this fight, he may have had wounds
connected to the struggle in which Sharon Johnson was murdered. The affidavit also
sought the method by which Tony paid for the medical care.

[10:44] Colin Miller: At no time is Jason Carroll’s name mentioned in the affidavit, but
it’s clear that the investigators think Tony might have done more than just moved
Sharon’s car. They think he may actually have been involved in killing her.
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It turned out Tony had been seen in an emergency room about a month after the murder
after being struck by a baseball bat by some guys who jumped him. Beyond some
abrasions, there didn’t seem to be any other physical injury. He was told to rest at
home, and discharged the same day. The medical reports don’t have anything that
would implicate Tony, at all.

The discovery file for the month of November 1989 is quite thin, just a few documents,
nothing which seems particularly relevant, but then suddenly there’s a report dated
November 25, written by Captain Leo Morency of the Bedford police.

The report says that Karen Carroll, the mother of Jason Carroll, called the station and
asked if someone would come speak to her son. She had attempted to contact Sgts.
Roland Lamy and Neal Scott but couldn’t reach either of them. Captain Morency told
her he would be right over, and he was.

When he arrived at the Carroll house, he met three people - Jason Caroll, his mother
Karen Carroll, and Jason’s step father John Carroll.

At this time, in November of 1989, Jason was nineteen years old and he was no
stranger to the Bedford police. Not because he had gotten in any past trouble, but
because the summer prior he had taken a job washing the police cars at the station, a
job he likely got because his own mother Karen was a patrol police officer there.

Jason was Karen’s eldest child, and one that rarely gave his parents any trouble.

Karen Carroll:
Jason has always been easygoing, very considerate of others. Not one for a
confrontation, starting anything like that. He’s always been just a good kid.
Always. Very considerate.

Jason and I always had, and still do for the most part, a close relationship. He is
my son. He was not my husband’s son. I had Jason when I was 18, and I took on
full responsibility of raising him. So there was a pretty tight mother-son bond
there. Good kid.

[13:16] Colin Miller: Jason told Morency he had something to tell him, but before he
went any further, Captain Morency mirandized him and asked if he understood and
waived his rights. Jason responded that yes, he did. He waived his right to an attorney
so that he could get something big off his chest.
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He needed to take back a confession, said Jason.

He had been visited by Sgts Roland Lamy and Neal Scott the day before and told the
officers a “bunch of shit” about being present during Sharon Johnson’s murder. But
according to Jason, he had fabricated it , making up his story from the facts officers
themselves told him. The part about being at the murder scene wasn’t true at all he
said. What was true was that he picked Tony Pfaff up after Tony left Sharon’s car at the
mall and dropped him off at Tony’s home in Manchester.

Around this point, Sgt. Lamy finally returned Karen Carroll’s call and told Captain
Morency to bring Jason into the station to be interviewed. Jason went willingly, wanting
to set the record straight.

[15:56] Colin Miller: Now if it seems that we’ve jumped the shark a bit, going to the
recantation before the confession, that’s because whatever happened the day before,
on November 24th, isn’t in any contemporaneous report.

But here’s what happened, according to  Karen Carroll:

Karen Carroll:
Jason and my husband both were with the New Hampshire National Guard. My
husband was a Sergeant, and Jason worked in maintenance, all of the heavy
equipment and stuff, that’s what he did. And my husband called me out of the
blue one Friday and said, “Come on to the Armory, let’s go have some lunch.”

And I’m thinking to myself… “Ok. You wanna go to lunch?” So as I’m walking
through the armory, one of the detectives comes out of this break room, it was
one of the Detectives from xxxx Police, and I’m looking, because it was glass,
you could look right in. And I’m looking and there is Jason and these men.

[17:09] Just then one of the officers saw Karen and came out of the room to talk to her.

Karen Carroll:
And Dana Finn comes out, and he goes, “Oh, Karen, we’re just asking Jason a
few questions. We think he might know something about the Sharon Johnson
murder.”

And my stomach just tied up in knots.
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[17:32] Colin Miller: Karen didn’t know what to do, but asked Jason if he wanted her to
stay. He said no, and seemed ok, so she left. Hours later, when Karen’s husband John
got off of work, Jason was still being interviewed by the detectives. Karen expected
Jason to be home by 5:30 pm, and when he didn’t show up, she thought maybe he went
to go hang out with his friend Paul Devereaux, which was common. Finally though,
Karen got a call at 5:45 pm to come get him.

Karen Carroll:
So my husband and I both went back to the Armory, and they pulled us into
another room and that was our first encounter with Sgt. Roland Lamy from the
New Hampshire State Police. I had never met that man before.

He’s talking, and I can’t even tell you what he’s talking about, but I remember
looking at Captain Morensky who was near me, and he’s just pacing. And I
remember saying, “He needs a lawyer.”

And Roland Lamy speaks up, and he goes, “Oh, no, no, no. He doesn’t need a
lawyer.” And I’m going, “He needs a lawyer-”

No, no. He doesn’t need a lawyer. We’re just asking him some questions.”

When Karen and John Carroll arrived, they found nearly a dozen officers standing
around but Jason was nowhere to be seen. He was in the bathroom, someone told
them. They ushered the parents into a room and made introductions. John Carroll didn’t
pay any attention, he didn’t give one lick what anyone’s name was. He was frightened,
and all he wanted to know was what was going on.

They were told that Jason wasn’t under arrest but that he had given them some
information about the crime. Lamy told them that the information wasn’t consistent and
that Jason was being “a little bastard.”

He also told them that Jason might have been involved in a breaking and entering case
but the police were willing to overlook it if he cooperated.  The Carrolls brought up the
question of whether Jason should get an attorney and Lamy said, sure they could, but it
would just screw up all that had been accomplished.

John assured Lamy not to worry, and that he and Karen would do everything they could
to help with the investigation.
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Lamy didn’t specifically tell Karen or her husband what Jason said during his interview,
but as everyone filed out of the room, Jason’s stepfather stayed back. John quietly
asked Sgt. Lamy if he thought Jason was involved with the murder and Lamy nodded
and made a stabbing motion.

Yet, Sgt. Lamy didn’t place Jason under arrest, and instead let him go home with his
parents. And that’s when Karen learned of what had transpired.

Karen Carroll:
He was basically crying, he’s saying, “Ma. They’re trying to tell me I murdered
that woman! I didn’t do it!”

And, I’m like… “What are you talking about?”

He said, “They’re accusing me of murdering that woman! I don’t even know who
she is! I had nothing to do with this!”

And I’m like, oh now my head’s really in a stitch.

[19:52] Rabia Chaudry: In notes Karen took around the same time, she wrote that
Jason seemed distraught, and that all the color had drained from his face. He was pale
and looked as if he had been crying.

And he had every reason to be distraught, given a December 1st report of what
transpired on the evening of November 24th. In the report Sgt. Scott documents that the
meeting with Jason Carroll was pre-arranged, set up by Detective Dana Finn of the
Bedford Police.

In what was called the “preliminary” interview, Sgt Lamy briefed Jason with the general
facts of the case, and then, like magic, Jason told them that he remembered the night of
the murder, a night from sixteen months prior, well. Not only did he remember it, he had
information to volunteer.

That initial interview turned into a handwritten statement, which essentially stated that
Jason had met Tony Pfaff on the night of the murder at the Meineke parking lot in
Manchester. Tony had been driving a green Subaru, presumably Sharon’s car, which
Jason had never seen him drive before. He had followed Tony to the mall, where Tony
parked the car, and then left the keys under the seat. Jason admitted to giving Tony a
ride back to Manchester where he dropped him off.
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[21:31] There is a note in Sgt. Scott’s report that says Jason signed this statement at
3:15 pm and then went to the bathroom. When he returned he was “reminded” that he
left out “the bag” from his statement, and this revised statement was signed at 3:25 pm.

Sgt. Scott’s report also notes that Sgt. Lamy then pointed out a number of
inconsistencies in Jason’s statements, and by 5:25 pm, Jason had written a third, much
longer version of his statement in which he confessed to helping lure Sharon to the
construction site and then witnessing her murder.

That was why, when his parents came to pick him up from the armory, Jason was so
distraught and pale. He had just fully involved himself in the murder of Sharon Johnson.

The next morning, Jason and his parents sat around discussing what to do about the
fact that number one, he was being accused of being involved in the crime and that
number two, he had implicated himself.

Karen’s notes from that time reflect that Jason repeatedly told his parents he had
nothing to do with the murder and had kept trying to tell the police that, but that they
wouldn’t let up. He said he had nothing to hide, and was willing to take a polygraph, and
wanted to clear this all up as soon as possible.

Together, they decided the best course of action was to call the police and tell them the
truth, but when Karen tried getting hold of Sgts. Lamy and Scott, she couldn’t reach
them. That’s when she called her own precinct and spoke to Captain Morency, who
came right over. Jason told Morency he had nothing to do with the murder and was
willing to take a polygraph, but Morency dismissed him, telling Jason that he was either
lying the day before or was lying now.

Not long after Morency arrived, Lamy called, and according to John Carroll, Lamy told
him that the State could offer Jason immunity if he would just come back to the station,
and talk to them again.

Karen Carroll:
Jason said, fine. He said, “I’ll just take a polygraph for you because I had
nothing to do with it.”

Captain Morency then took Jason down to the Bedford police station to meet with Sgt.
Lamy, and Karen Carroll came along.

Karen Carroll:
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Sgt. Lamy takes me aside, and the other two take Jason into Captain Morency’s
office. And Sgt. Lamy is talking to me, and he’s going, “This is a serious situation
here. You kind of wear two hats, you’re a mother but you’re a police officer, too. I
know you want the right thing to be done.”

And my head is starting to swim because I don’t know which way I’m going here.
I don’t know what’s up, what’s down. All I know is they’re accusing my son of a
murder.

[24:43] Rabia Chaudry: What happened next is truly...well, unconscionable. Sgt. Lamy,
a much more senior officer who just told Karen Carroll that she wore two hats as a
mother and officer, took her into the interrogation of her own son.

Karen Carroll:
Captain Morency was sitting behind the desk. They had Jason sitting in a chair in
a corner. They had three chairs by the door. Sgt. Scott was in one, they put me in
the other one. Sgt. Lamy straddles the chair, leaning over the back of it and he
starts in on Jason.

They Mirandized him. They start in on Jason, asking him questions. He’s denying
everything. He’s saying he wants to go home. It’s almost like, looking back… it’s
like this doorway was locked because there was no way in hell they were going
to let him go home.

[25:58] Susan Simpson: In the spring of 1988, Jason Carroll met a young man named
Paul Devereaux, and they instantly hit it off. They were both the same age, had the
same interests, and grew close very quickly.  So close in fact that Paul considered
Jason his very best friend.

When Paul was called to testify at Jason’s trial he told the jury that he saw Jason almost
every day; meeting for lunch became a ritual during their lunch breaks from work. As
always, Paul was supposed to meet Jason for lunch on Friday, November 24th, but
Jason was in a rush and had to get back to the armory because the state police wanted
to speak to him. Jason didn’t seem nervous or upset to him, just in a hurry so that he
didn’t keep the police waiting.

It didn’t come as a surprise to Paul that the police wanted to speak to Jason, because
he was the one who told Jason about it initially. A friend of Paul’s named Donald Roy
had pulled Paul over one day, a few weeks prior, and told him the that police wanted to
speak to Jason Carroll about Tony Pfaff and the Sharon Johnson murder.
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Paul relayed the information to Jason, who didn’t seem too concerned about it at the
time. Paul knew who Tony was, he would sometimes hang out with him on Elm Street
with a couple dozen other teenagers, but he testified that he didn’t consider him a
friend, and that Jason and Tony weren’t close either.

Paul expected to hear from Jason the day that he was on his way to talk to the police
because they usually hung out after work, but when Paul called that evening around
5:30, he didn’t get an answer. He tried again, a few times that evening, but never made
contact.  The rest of the weekend went the same, he called five or six times, but couldn’t
reach Jason.

What Paul didn’t know was that Jason spent all of Saturday, November 25th, with the
police, trying to take back what he had confessed to. It didn’t exactly go as planned.

After they arrived, Karen spent the first ninety minutes or so in another room as the
officers spoke to Jason. While Karen had no idea what was going on with Jason, we
have Captain Leo Morency’s testimony from the trial two years later. In it, he recounts
that in that initial period, Jason was telling Sgt. Lamy that what he had said the day
before was crap, and that he didn’t know anything about the crime at all.

Sgt. Lamy refused to believe Jason, though, and hammered away at him, calling him a
liar and yelling at him. Lamy was rough and loud with Jason, Morency testified.

[29:56] Finally Sgt. Lamy came to Karen and talked to her, complaining really. He told
Karen that Jason was being “a little bastard” and not cooperating, and that he was
changing his story from what he had said before. According to Karen’s notes, Lamy felt
bad about putting Karen in this position, but because she was both a mother and police
officer, he wanted her to come into the interrogation with him to help get Jason on track.

And Jason needed to be on track, because he was the one person who could help them
nail both Tony Pfaff and Ken Johnson for the murder.

When Karen entered the room, she found Jason slumped over in a chair, crying. Jason
then stood up and hugged his mother and she held him for a while. Then Sgt. Lamy
began driving into Jason, with the help of Jason’s mother.

[31:03] Colin Miller: We have a transcript of that interrogation, but frankly it’s
incomplete. It starts sometime after 3:00 pm that day, but we know Jason had already
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been at the station for at least 90 minutes, if not longer. Most importantly, the transcript
doesn’t capture a recantation at all, rather it captures a confession.

The transcript of course comes from an audio cassette recording, one that took a lot of
effort to finally get from the State, and one that is even more limited than the actual
transcript. Jason Carroll’s interrogation on November 25th was at least four hours long,
yet the audio recording we have is merely 30 minutes of the entire thing.

That means one of two things: either one, most of his interrogation wasn’t recorded at
all, or two, it was and the State just won’t turn over the rest.

And so, if Jason recanted his statement from the day before, it was either not recorded
or it’s been cut from both the transcript and the audio. The audio is additionally redacted
in a rather peculiar way. Every time Jason calls Karen “Ma” or is referred to as his son,
even if Sgt. Lamy refers to their personal relationship, it’s bleeped out. It’s still in the
transcript, written out with no redaction, but every reference to the fact that Karen and
Jason are mother and son is bleeped from the file that the State finally turned over.

It seems to be a clumsy way of hiding a fact that was not only well known, but
thoroughly discussed in both suppression hearings and at the trial itself. If anything, it’s
a sign that the State realizes there is something deeply unethical and inappropriate
about Karen being present as both Jason’s mother and an interrogator. And to be clear,
she is absolutely interrogating her son along with Lamy. Even with the terrible audio
quality, you hear it.

Like in this clip, where Karen presses Jason after Lamy berates him for holding back
information. The tape is very very fuzzy but this is what she says:

“You have been holding it in for a year. Jason, if you had the friggin’ knife in your
hand and you stabbed her then tell us… if you went back with Tony and you guys
moved the car later on that night, tell him!”

And there’s this part, where Lamy insists that Jason knows where the murder weapon
and Sharon Johnson’s missing shirt are, and Karen jumps in to assist.

Sgt. Roland Lamy: He knows where they are!

Karen Carroll: Where are they, Jason?
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Sgt. Roland Lamy: He knows.

Karen Carroll: Tell me where they are! Tell me where they are!

Sgt. Roland Lamy: [Unintelligible]

Karen Carroll: Where? Where?!

[33:33] Colin Miller: The small bit of audio we have, and the limited transcript we have,
show that Karen was in lock-step with Lamy, trying to get as much information out of
Jason as possible. If it seems unbelievable that a mother would do that, imagine you’re
a parent who is also a law enforcement officer. Imagine you’re surrounded by much
more senior colleagues that you respect and trust. Imagine that you don’t think your
child would ever falsely confess to something they didn’t do, and imagine that this is the
1980s, when most people didn’t understand that false confessions were even a thing.

Finally, imagine that you think this is the best way you know how to protect your child,
which is what Karen truly believed. Here she is telling Jason:

And then this, where she makes it clear she’s trying to help. She tells Jason:

And of course Jason doesn’t want to go to prison. He’s hoping that having his mother in
the room, having her navigate him through this nightmare will mean he doesn’t go to
prison. He says to his mother, “I don’t want to go to prison either, Ma,” and her response
is, “Tell us every Goddamned thing you know.”

[36:35] Colin Miller: Keep in mind that before Karen Carroll entered the room, Jason
was holding firm in his recantation. Remember, Sgt. Lamy told Karen that Jason was
being “a little bastard.”  Karen was brought into the room for one single reason: to nail
down Jason’s confession. It’s arguable that had Karen not joined the interrogation,
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Jason may not have folded, he may have maintained his recantation, but we’ll never
know.

What we do know is that Jason dug himself into a deeper hole. That’s because in the
course of the confession, Jason admitted to having the murder weapon at his home.

It was a folding jack-knife that he often carried, and that his mother had recently found
when it fell out of his pants as she was doing the laundry. Karen told the officers that the
knife was now in a top drawer in her bedroom. Karen signed her consent for the officers
to search their home, and told Jason to sign one as well. Then she accompanied
Captain Morency and Sgt. Neal Scott to her house to retrieve the knife.

When they returned around 5pm, a Barlow pocket knife was submitted to the New
Hampshire evidence lab with a request to examine it for blood residue, blood type, and
to compare Sharon’s wounds to the blade.

At the end of the long day, Jason wrote out yet another statement - a five page
confession written by hand.  By then Jason had been begging for hours to go home.
Finally, Sgt. Lamy let Jason leave with his mother.  Jason was a wreck from the
experience, completely broken, said his mother.

Karen gave her son a valium that night so he could sleep, but the next day the
nightmare continued.

[38:14] Colin Miller: On Sunday, November 26th, Sgt. Neal Scott called the Carroll
house and asked for Jason to come to the New Hampshire State Police headquarters.
Karen agreed and told Jason to cooperate, and then drove him to Concord. Sgts. Scott
and Lamy took Jason into a room while Sharon waited outside and told her that they
would be going over some kind of diagram with him.

According to a very brief report of the visit, Sgt Lamy provided Jason with a pen and
paper and asked him to draw a diagram of the crime scene. The first attempt to draw it
was scrapped. Before Jason could give it another shot, Lamy showed him examples of
how to indicate vehicles, directions, people, and tree lines. Then Jason drew three more
diagrams. According to Lamy’s report, at the end of drawing the crime scene
successfully, Jason became tearful.

When he emerged from the meeting about an hour later, Jason seemed ok to his
mother. Not at all like the day before. He seemed calm and collected.
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On the drive back home, she explained to Jason that Sgt. Lamy had made an offer of
immunity if Jason cooperated with the investigation. The offer hadn’t been made to her,
it had been made to her husband. At trial, Karen testified that she felt no need to hear
the offer directly from Lamy or get it in writing. That this was a man who had served in
law enforcement for 26 years, and that there was a brotherhood between officers. She
trusted Lamy, and trusted the offer of immunity.

---

[39:50] Rabia Chaudry: About a week before Karen Carroll explained to her son that
his cooperation would mean immunity, Sgt. Lamy got a hold of Tony Pfaff after months
of looking for him. They’d lost touch since the failed sting attempt against Ken Johnson
the prior spring, but Tony was still in North Carolina.

Because he never had a permanent address or phone number, tracking Tony down took
repeated attempts through his aunt and uncle. Finally, Sgt. Lamy connected with him on
November 19th.

Sgt. Lamy told Tony that they needed his help ironing out details and according to the
police report written by Lamy, Tony was more than willing to help. He was even willing to
return to New Hampshire and for the following few days Tony made several collect calls
to Sgt. Lamy’s home number.

On November 26th, after Jason Carroll had given numerous confessions, depending on
how you count them, Sgt. Lamy called Tony and asked if he was willing to come to New
Hampshire. They made arrangements for Tony to return the next day, and Tony flew into
the Manchester airport on November 27th, arriving at 3:00 pm.

That morning Jason Carroll had already reported again to the Bedford Police
Department and by the time Tony landed in New Hampshire, Jason had given the police
yet another recorded confession. After that he was escorted to the crime scene to await
Tony’s arrival.

[41:44] Tony was met at the airport by Sgts. Lamy and Scott, and officers from the
Bedford police department, including the Police Chief. They escorted him to Lamy’s
cruiser, read him his Miranda rights, and then drove straight to the construction site
where Sharon Johnson’s body had been found.
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They arrived there at 3:35 pm to find Jason Carroll, who was there with other Bedford
officers. Jason stood in front of Tony and stated that both of them had killed Sharon
Johnson in the presence of her husband Ken on the night of July 28th, 1988.

Tony stared at Jason and then stated that he didn’t know him, had never seen Jason
before, and that this guy was crazy. He refused to say anything more, so then Tony and
Jason were both taken to the Bedford Police Department, where Karen Carroll was
waiting for her son. Karen was sitting in the detective’s office when Tony was brought in.
She got up to leave, but Sgt. Lamy took her by the arm and steered her towards Tony.
Lamy asked Tony if he knew who she was, and Tony replied, “No.”

Then Sgt. Lamy told Karen to tell Tony who she was, and she told Tony that she was
Jason Caroll’s mother. Tony had no reaction to the news.

Karen’s husband arrived shortly thereafter and Sgt. Lamy told him that now that he had
ahold of Tony Pfaff, that “The stupid little bastard would never get out of jail.”

It seemed however, that Sgt. Lamy needed some help to do that though, which is why
Tony’s aunt and uncle were also summoned to the station. Debbie and George Gagnon
were taken to Tony and they spoke with him, telling him that his continued denial in his
involvement in the murder was something they’d seen him do in other crimes he’d
committed. His aunt and uncle assured Tony the best thing to do was to cooperate. And
so he did.

Tony was questioned off-tape for approximately 90 minutes, and then, finally, Sgt. Lamy
turned on the tape recorder.

Sgt. Scott:
This is Sgt. Neil Scott of the New Hampshire State Police speaking. The time is
1900 hours, the date is November 27, 1989. The following recorded
conversations are that of Anthony “Tony” Ptaff. Present is Sgt. Roland Lamy of
the New Hampshire State Police and myself, Neil Scott.

Tony, are you aware that this is being recorded:

Tony Ptaff: Yes.

Sgt. Scott: Could you speak up, please?

Tony Ptaff: Yes.
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Sgt. Scott: Thank you.

Sgt. Roland Lamy:
Tony, as you know, I’m Sgt. Lamy of the State Police. I’ve had extensive contact
with you since last March, of ‘89, at which time you came forward via telephone
contact with me, and you voluntarily told me that you helped Ken Johnson move
a car, Sharon Johnson’s car, from Don’s Sportcenter to the Sears parking lot the
night after the murder. You also, voluntarily attempted to help us, or projected
that you were going to help us by wearing a live body wire to entrap or entice
whichever word is appropriate, Ken Johnson to confess to soliciting and/or
murdering his wife Sharon Johnson on July 28, 1988.

You have indicated to me, prior to us turning this tape on, that you are now ready
to tell the whole truth, so help you god, about your involvement in the killing of
Sharon Johnson on July 28, 1988. Is that correct?

Tony Ptaff: Yes.

Sgt. Roland Lamy: Are you now prepared to do so?

Tony Ptaff: Yes.

Next time, on Undisclosed.
---

Rabia Chaudry: If you have any information related to this case, or any of the cases
that we cover, remember, you can reach us on our phone line at: 410-205-5563.

As always, a big thank you Balookey for our logo, to Patrick Cortes for our theme music,
and Mital Telhan for keeping the ship tight and the ball rolling as our Executive
Producer. A special thanks to my research assistant Jennifery Leahy (and her mom),
and Homicide Investigator Sarah Cailean, who spent way too long in a car with me
driving around New Hampshire.

Transcribed by Skylar Park


